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Summary. An Algorithm is presented which allows to split the calculation of 
the mean curvature flow of surfaces with or without boundary into a series 
of Poisson problems on a series of surfaces. This gives a new method to solve 
Plateau's problem for H-surfaces. 
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1 Introduction 

The evolutionary motion of surfaces by their mean curvature has been studied 
by several authors from different points of view. A measure theoretic approach 
is studied by Brakke [B], the classical parametric problem by G. Huisken [HI ] .  
Non-parametr ic  mean curvature mean curvature evolution with boundary con- 
dition is treated in [H2]. For  a detailed bibliography see [H1]. 

In this note we want to present a numerical algorithm which can be used 
to calculate evolutionary surfaces in ~ 3  practically without any parametrization. 
As a consequence this algorithm allows us to calculate surfaces with prescribed 
mean curvature, for example stable solutions of Plateau's problem. Numerically, 
parametric minimal surfaces have been studied by several authors. References 
can be found in Wohlrab 's  paper [W]. 

Since we want to present just the idea how to calculate surfaces which are 
moved into the direction of the mean curvature vector, we restrict most of 
our considerations to surfaces without boundary. Other problems, such as the 
evolution of surfaces with boundary can be treated similarly. 

With respect to parametric evolutionary surfaces without boundary there 
is an existence proof  by G. Huisken [H1]  where the initial surface is assumed 
to be a smooth convex surface. For  surfaces with boundary the non-parametric  
problem has been solved in [H2]. 

I thank G. Huisken for fruitful discussions. The calculations were done on 
an Iris workstation at SFB 256, Bonn. The graphical representation was done 
with the help of A. Schmidt and K. Steinberger. 
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2 The basic equations 

Consider a compact twodimensional surface S(0) without boundary smoothly 
imbedded in ~,3 which is represented locally by a diffeomorphism u0:~2 ~ ~3  
where f 2 c R  2, Uo(O)~ S(0). Then one looks for maps u(., t): Y2~F,. 3, ( t>0)  such 
that for some T > 0 

Ou 
(1) O~{-Asmu=O in f2x(0, T) 

and 

u(., O)= Uo. 

Here Asm represents the Beltrami operator on S(t) where S(t) is given by u(O, t ) c  
S(t). Since 

u(., t)=idsm o n  S(t), 
we have 

(2) 

and (1) reduces to 

-Asm u(., t) = 2H(. ,  t) n(., t) 

~u 
- - =  - 2 H n  
Ot 

where H is the mean curvature of S(t) and n is the outer unit normal. 
The most simple example for a solution of (1) is the shrinking sphere S(t) 

= {x~,31 lx l  =R(t)} with radius R(t)=(R(O) 2-401/2 and initial radius R(0). 
If one looks at non parametric surfaces u = u(xl, x2, t), then (1) becomes 

Ou Vu 
(3) Ot (I+IVulZ)�89 0 in O c ~  2. 

In [H1] it was proved that for uniformly convex initial surface S(0) the system 
(1) possesses a smooth solution on a finite time interval (0, T) and S(t) converges 
"spherelike" to a single point as t T T. 

In the non-parametric case (3) u(., t) converges to a solution of the minimal 
surface equation as t ~ ~ if one imposes a Dirichlet boundary condition u = Uo 
on 0f2, 0f2 having non-negative mean curvature, and u(.,O)=uoeC2"~(O). For 
the proof we refer to [H2]. 

This motivates us to study numerically evolutionary surfaces with fixed 
boundary in the parametric case too. Then we have to solve 

0u  
(4) Ot Astt)u=O in f2x(0, T) 

u(., 0)=Uo in f2 

u (., t) = Uo on 0 K2 (for short). 

If we arrive at a stationary solution of (4) then we have solved Plateau's problem 
for minimal surfaces with given boundary curve F=0S(0) .  Since we calculate 
experimentally nothing prevents us from solving Plateau's problem for surfaces 
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of prescribed mean curvature numerically. Let H : ~ 3  ~ ]R be a given function. 
The basic system now reads 

~U 
(5) Ot As~t~u=2H(u) n. 

For this problem no analytic result is known yet. 

3 A FEM for the Beltrami operator 

In [D] the author proved asymptotic convergence for a Finite Element method 
for elliptic equations on smooth twodimensional surfaces in N~ 3. The problem 

- A s u =  f on S, u = g  on OS 

is solved by linear elements. The smooth surface S is approximated by a poly- 
hedron Sh with vertices on S. The discrete problem then is to find Uh~Xh, Uh 
=interpolat ion of g on OSh such that 

(6) I Vs. Uh Vs. ~oh= ~ f CPh (q)h~Xh. qOh=O on OSh), 
Sh Sh 

where Vs, represents the tangential gradient on the Lipschitz surface Sh and 
Xh = Xh (Sh) = {Vh : Sh --* ~ I VhIT, is a linear polynomial on each triangle Thc Sh, 
Vh~C~ Thus (6) is a linear system of equations for UheXh. The 
numerical scheme is the same as for a plane twodimensional elliptic problem. 
The only difference is that the computer has to memorize threedimensional 
nodes instead of twodimensional ones. 

4 The algorithm for evolutionary surfaces 

We shall use the method described in Sect. 3 to solve system (1) or (4) representi- 
vely (5). Therefore let ~>0  be a discrete time step and let us write u"(x) for 
u (x, m z)"(m ~ N w {0}). For  shortness we assume that we have global parametriza- 
tion over f2 c ]R 2. 

An implicit time discretization of (5) for •S(t)= 0 is given by 

u " + l - u "  As u"+l=2H(u")ns  ., on 0 (7) 
% 

u O : U o  . 

If OS(t)@O, we add 

um+I=UO on  ~(2. 

Here S" = Us(O), m=0,  1, .... 
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Fig. 1. The standard example. Evolution of a cylindrical surface with boundary into a catenoid. 
H = 0  

dsm is a nas ty  ope ra to r  (numerically) if u is viewed at as a m a p p i n g  f rom 
f2 c R2__. ~,3. We  avoid  this pa rame t r i za t i on  if we write 

(8) ! um +, ( x ) -  a s .  u" +1 (x) = 1_ x + 2 / / ( x )  ns~(x) 
"c T 

Sm+l={um+'(x)lx~S~},  

S ~ = Uo (f2), 

and, if necessary 

u ' + l ( x ) = x  (x~Sm) .  

( x ~ S %  
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Fig. 2. Evolution of a singularity. The initial surface is non-convex without boundary. The 
surface shrinks during evolution but is rescaled graphically in order to show the singularity, 

(H--0, variable time-step, 12 time steps have been calculated) 

This means  tha t  we pa rame t r i ze  S" + 1 over  S". N o w  we are  ready to fo rmula te  
our  a lgo r i t hm in discrete form. Please note  the difference between u " + l :  
f2c lR2 ~ S  "+1 in (7) and  urn+l: S " ~ S  "+~ in (8). 

Algorithm E V O  

1. Let  S o be a p o l y h e d r o n  a p p r o x i m a t i n g  S ~ 

For  m = 0 ,  1, 2 . . . .  
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Fig. 3. The same problem as in Fig. 2 but  with fixed boundary curve 
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Fig. 4. Mean curvature flow of a surface which is bounded by the clover knot. The surface 
blows up as time grows because H is chosen to be a big constant 
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Fig. 4. A surface of prescribed mean 
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curvature H(x)= 1(x1<0.5), H(x)=O(x 1>0.5) 
with ~((0, 1) x (0, 1)) as fixed boundary curve, calculated with EVO 

2. solve the system 

(9, S 17s~-u~ "+1 17S~,q~h+lu~ "+ '  q~h= ~(lids~+2Hns~,)q9 h 
sg' s~ 

for all (ph~Xh(S~) 3 with U~+lEXh(S~) 3. 
2a. If  S o has a b o u n d a r y  which shall remain fixed during the evolution, then 
modify  2. as follows 

u~+l(x)=x, r = 0  for xe~S~. 

3. Genera te  the new surface 

S~ n + l  = {u~ n+ 1 ( x ) l x ~ S ~ n  }. 

m + l  Let us r emark  that  the system (9) decouples into three equat ions  for Uhj 
( j =  1, 2, 3) and  that  the stiffness matrix is the same for these three problems. 
If  one  wishes to calculate shrinking surfaces or  surfaces which develop singulari- 
ties dur ing the evolut ion then of  course z = zm and  h = hm where z,, has to be 
chosen suitably and the gridsize h,~ is a result of  the evolution. 
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